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What are golfers saying about VeloCore?

“I would sum it up as, never hit the sweet spot so many times in my life…”

H A R R Y  N O D W E L L

MYGOLFSPY.COM

“It has substantially reduced my left-right dispersion with the driver. It is so stable, but I can still feel the club loading,

nothing like the HZRDUS black that I struggled with for a while. I need to save up to get it in my 3w as well…”

VeloCore technology delivers the ultimate stability through transition and impact which promotes consistent center-face strikes. Improved
center-face contact results in better ball speed, tightened dispersion and increased control.

A truly forgiving, ball speed maintaining, performance golf shaft. Every Ventus shaft has been engineered to maximize the MOI and ball speed
of your clubhead through the reduction of twist during the swing and at impact, especially on off-center hits.

No, only shafts that have the VeloCore logo near the tip have VeloCore Technology. “Stock” shafts that come already equipped in a new club
do not have VeloCore.

Why do I need Velocore Technology?

What can I expect from using Ventus with Velocore Technology?

Do all Ventus shafts have Velocore Technology?

 Ventus Wood Shafts 

What is VeloCore?What is VeloCore?
VeloCore technology is a multi-material bias core construction technique that delivers ultimate stability through transition and impact

(maximizing clubhead MOI) – increasing velocity and smash factor. The multi-material core is crafted with full-length, ultra-high modulus
Pitch 70 Ton Carbon Fiber — 150% stronger and more stable than T1100g — for ultimate stability, and 40 Ton bias layers ensure incredible

feel.

Ventus utilizes VeloCoreVeloCore to deliver ultimate stability through transition and impact. Ventus with VeloCore Technology promotes
consistent center-face impact and provides ultimate stability, tightening dispersion and increasing control. The result is a shaft

that maximizes the MOI and ball speed of your clubhead through the reduction of twist during the swing and at impact, especially on off-
center hits.

Find the center of the
face – and the fairway
A driver’s sweet spot is in the center of the face. VeloCore was
created to help you find it more often.

Tighten your
dispersion
Stop missing it big. VeloCore continues to help golfers at every
speed tighten their dispersion through its unique, multi-material
bias core construction and ultra-stable and stiff tip section.

Boost your MOI
When you do miss the center, you can count on VeloCore at
impact to keep your club head stable and reduce twisting from
shots off the toe or heel. That stability preserves ball speeds and
maximizes your driver’s MOI. Yes, one shaft really can be more
forgiving than others — if it has VeloCore.
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